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As the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) considers how to allocate the
broadcasters’ spectrum in the upcoming “incentive auction,” it should be guided
by economic principles designed to maximize social benefits. To date, the spectrum policy debate largely has been driven by considerations of the private benefits of carriers such as Sprint, T-Mobile/MetroPCS, U.S. Cellular, and other small
carriers (collectively, the “smaller carriers.”).1

The spectrum policy
debate must be
informed by the
tradeoffs inherent in
spectrum aggregation:
more (smaller) firms
versus more robust
wireless networks.

In April, the Department of Justice (DOJ) weighed into this debate by advocating
“rules that ensure the smaller nationwide networks, which currently lack substantial low-frequency spectrum, have an opportunity to acquire such spectrum.”2
Although it is natural instinct to root for the little guy, ensuring the livelihood of
smaller carriers is not an appropriate policy objective, as that would counsel a
range of subsidies and tax credits for handpicked competitors. Indeed, maximizing the number of wireless competitors is not the appropriate objective either;3
using spectrum allocation as a tool for reducing wireless concentration would require divvying up the spectrum in such thin slices as to render the resulting allocation virtually useless. The problem with these narrow objectives is that, if pursued to their logical extreme, the resulting policies would sacrifice massive (and
growing) economies of scale associated with providing the capacity needed to
support mobile video, telemedicine, distance learning, and a host of other bandwidth-intensive applications that consumers and small businesses are demanding
from their mobile devices.
The spectrum policy debate must be informed by the tradeoffs inherent in spectrum aggregation: more (smaller) firms versus more robust wireless networks. As
wireless consumers increasingly demand that their wireless devices support
bandwidth-intensive applications such as mobile video, the optimal allocation of
spectrum tilts in favor of more robust wireless networks. Focusing narrowly on
reducing wireless concentration could result in a spectrum allocation under which
wireless carriers lack the incentive to deploy next-generation technologies. If policymakers fear that “too much” spectrum in the hands of any one carrier raises
anticompetitive issues, there are several ways to address those concerns that do
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not undermine investment in next-generation wireless broadband networks, and
the attendant innovation that such investment engenders.
In this paper, we offer the FCC specific economic principles that should guide its
spectrum policy. We begin by drawing on the FCC’s own impairment standard,
which has governed FCC decision-making in similar “access” proceedings for inputs to a network, but has been mysteriously absent here.4 Assuming generously
that promoting wireless competition is the proper objective—as opposed to promoting broadband competition in general—the FCC should determine whether
smaller carriers would be impaired in their ability to compete effectively against
the likes of AT&T and Verizon in the absence of “low-frequency spectrum” (defined as frequencies generally below 1 GHz). Impairment in this context would
mean that, absent the “low-frequency spectrum,” the total costs of the smaller
carriers’ networks would be inflated or the quality of their networks would be diminished to such an extent that the larger carriers could raise prices for wireless
services above competitive levels. Clearly, smaller carriers would benefit from
obtaining low-frequency spectrum at discounted prices, but that private benefit is
not a sufficient basis for regulatory intervention. Fortunately, one can draw on a
natural experiment that informs the impairment inquiry—namely, smaller carriers have been competing effectively for years without low-frequency spectrum.
And there is no reason to conclude that their on-going capabilities to constrain
wireless prices would be any less.
Next, we explain how a failure to recognize the oncoming inter-modal competition among wireless and wireline broadband-access technologies could lead policymakers to overstate the future role of the smaller carriers.5 When voice services
were the primary offering of wireless networks and when regional network coverage was sufficient to compete, smaller carriers likely played an important role in
disciplining wireless voice prices. As consumers increasingly demand that their
wireless devices work everywhere and support the same set of applications as
their wireline connections, the role of niche wireless providers with limited networks (in both a geographic and a capacity sense) likely will be diminished. Barring some other social objective that might be sacrificed,6 it would be a mistake to
permit the narrow, self-interests of smaller carriers to dictate spectrum policy
that has nationwide implications in broader product markets.
For these reasons, we conclude that the FCC should not prevent current owners of
low-frequency spectrum from competing in the upcoming incentive auction. The
most likely reason for their participating in the auction is not to hoard spectrum,
as intimated by the DOJ,7 but instead to relieve capacity constraints that could
force price increases to manage congestion. But that is beside the point. The decision of whether to steer low-frequency spectrum to smaller carriers at discounted
prices should be informed by an impairment inquiry, not by speculation on how
the larger carriers plan to use additional spectrum.
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The FCC should
determine whether
wireless carriers
without access to
low-frequency
spectrum would be
impaired in their
ability to compete
effectively against
rivals that own
low-frequency
spectrum.

Finally, we explain that even if the FCC believes incorrectly that (1) narrowly
promoting wireless competition (as opposed to broadband competition) is the
proper goal, and (2) the smaller carriers must have access to some low-frequency
to compete effectively, there are less-restrictive alternatives to restricting auction
participation that can achieve that narrow objective. For example, the FCC could
conduct a post-auction review of spectrum holdings; if the agency deems that the
allocation of low-frequency spectrum is too concentrated, it could compel a limited divestiture. Of course, depending on the results of the auction—for example,
Sprint or T-Mobile (or both) winning significant shares of the low-frequency spectrum—the FCC might conclude that there is no further action warranted.

The Impairment Standard Revisited
Spectrum is an input in the production of wireless services; so too is programming in the production of video services, as are network elements such as loops
and switches in the production of telephone services. The FCC should treat access
to a certain type of spectrum—here, low-frequency spectrum—in the same way it
has treated access to other inputs in other communications services. In particular,
the FCC should determine whether wireless carriers without access to lowfrequency spectrum would be impaired in their ability to compete effectively
against rivals that own low-frequency spectrum. Effective competition would be
undermined here if firms that possess significant holdings of low-frequency spectrum could raise prices above competitive levels and earn incremental profits.8
For reasons we discuss below, we think there would be no impairment.9
Throughout its regulatory history, the FCC has compelled network owners in various communications industries to grant access to certain “must-have” inputs to
promote competition. For example, in its rules implementing the Cable Act of
1992 and in several orders approving cable mergers (of both the horizontal and
vertical varieties), the FCC has required vertically integrated cable operators to
grant access to affiliated, must-have programming such as regional sports at reasonable rates to rival video providers. The rationale for mandating access was
that, by denying access to certain affiliated programming to a rival, a cable operator could induce a rival’s customers to “depart” from their video providers and
thereby impair competition in the downstream market for video services.10 By
contrast, a vertically integrated cable operator is under no obligation to make
available affiliated content that does not amount to must-have programming
(such as lifestyle or music-video networks).11
Similarly, in its order implementing the Telecom Act of 1996,12 the FCC required
incumbent local exchange carriers to grant access at cost-based rates only to those
network elements that, if withheld, would impair a rival’s ability to compete effectively. In implementing the Act, the FCC considered an access seeker (known as a
competitive local exchange carrier) to be impaired when “the failure of an incumbent to provide access to a network element would decrease the quality, or in-
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crease the financial or administrative cost of the service a requesting carrier seeks
to offer. . . .”13
The policy question of whether low-frequency spectrum is a must-have input is
directly relevant here: Mandating a rival’s access to network elements at regulated
rates is analogous to steering spectrum to the smaller carriers at discounted
rates14 via auction-participation rules. If AT&T and Verizon are permitted to acquire the entirety of the broadcasters’ spectrum at auction, then in some probabilistic sense,15 the smaller carriers might have to compete after the incentive auction without access to low-frequency spectrum as they largely do today.16 Would
the smaller carriers be so impaired at that point that AT&T and Verizon could exercise market power? If the answer is no, then the FCC should not steer lowfrequency spectrum to smaller carriers at discounted rates by restricting who can
bid at auction.
Low-frequency spectrum is not a must-have input because it is largely fungible
with high-frequency spectrum. As explained by one prominent network engineer,
most usage of mobile broadband networks will occur within high-population densities, requiring networks to be designed for capacity rather than coverage; in
these capacity-strained environments, low- and high-frequency spectrum “offer
almost equivalent performance.”17 Moreover, although high-frequency spectrum
must be combined with more equipment to achieve coverage (which most wireless networks already possess), high-frequency spectrum typically sells at a discount relative to low-frequency spectrum,18 rendering the two inputs largely fungible for the emerging LTE networks most carriers have announced they are
building. Thus, there is no reason to treat low-frequency spectrum as if it were a
must-have input. In this sense, low-frequency spectrum is more akin to switches
in a telephone network or to lifestyle programming in the production of video services—two inputs not considered to be “must-have” under the impairment standard and thus are not subject to unbundling rules. Although both inputs are critical
to the production process, a telephone (or video) provider could not impair competition by withholding a switch (or a lifestyle network) from its rivals. By the
same logic, a wireless provider could not impair competition by acquiring all
available low-frequency spectrum and then raising prices; if it tried such a strategy, its rivals would simply deploy high-frequency spectrum to defeat the price increase. Some might argue that high-frequency spectrum entails greater equipment expenditures,19 but because high-frequency spectrum sells at a discount relative to low-frequency spectrum, a carrier’s total expenditures would not necessarily be inflated. Accordingly, we are not persuaded by this argument.
Of course, the hypothetical contemplated above—in which a single wireless carrier monopolized all low-frequency spectrum—would require AT&T and Verizon to
combine and purchase any residual low-frequency spectrum from Sprint and others. Because AT&T and Verizon are fierce rivals, even if they jointly acquired all
available low-frequency spectrum, they would still face significant competition
from each other, which would largely defeat the purpose of any hoarding strategy
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of low-frequency spectrum. That two firms (plus a handful of others) possess the
purported must-have input and compete in the same geographic markets further
decreases the likelihood that competition would be impaired if smaller carriers
were denied access to low-frequency spectrum.
Fortunately, the FCC does not have to build a sophisticated prediction model to
determine whether Sprint, T-Mobile, and other smaller carriers would be impaired in their ability to compete effectively without access to low-frequency spectrum. It turns out that smaller carriers generally lack access to that flavor of spectrum, which provides a natural experiment to assess whether the impairment
standard would be triggered.

Sprint, T-Mobile, and
other smaller carriers
are not impaired and
would not be impaired
by virtue of their
lacking access to lowfrequency spectrum.

Based on recent subscriber gains by Sprint, T-Mobile, and MetroPCS (before it
was acquired by T-Mobile), the impairment standard likely would not be met.
Despite its paucity of spectrum holdings in the low-frequency bands, Sprint’s net
additions for contract customers were up 18 percent in 2012.20 Sprint will also be
assisted by SoftBank’s billions in investment dollars. And in the first quarter of
2013, T-Mobile enjoyed significant branded-customer growth,21 using its store of
high-frequency spectrum to expand its network and improve speeds. The second
quarter was even better: T-Mobile enjoyed its biggest growth spurt in four years,
adding 1.1 million new subscribers (not counting subscribers from its recently
completed merger with MetroPCS), a larger gain than that enjoyed by AT&T or
Verizon.22 According to one analyst at UBS, in the final week of July, T-Mobile
was gaining two subscribers from AT&T and Sprint for every one it lost to those
carriers.23 This sort of growth would not be possible if the spectrum powering
Sprint’s and T-Mobile’s networks were vastly inferior to AT&T’s and Verizon’s.
Although it is conceivable that the growth of these smaller carriers would have
been even greater in a world with access to low-frequency spectrum, we are not
aware of any evidence in support of that conjecture. And the future looks even
brighter, as Sprint’s and T-Mobile’s Sprint LTE networks are catching up—
reaching 250 million subscribers by 201424—eliminating a key competitive advantage AT&T and Verizon have enjoyed for the last two years.
Another indicator that competition would not be impaired is that wireless concentration—an admittedly fuzzy indicator of competition when it comes to wireless
services—is not climbing. If access to low-frequency spectrum were essential, as
the DOJ implies in its comments, then AT&T and Verizon would be running away
with the wireless prize. In fact, U.S. wireless concentration as measured by the
FCC has held steady since 2008; the HHI has been around 2,800, implying slightly less than four equal-sized firms per geographic area. Because the HHI has not
increased significantly since 2008 (as would be the case if AT&T and Verizon
were stealing market share), these data indicate that smaller carriers are not losing ground despite the fact that low-frequency spectrum is concentrated in the
hands of two carriers.25
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Perhaps the best indicator of the smaller carriers’ prospects in the continued absence of low-frequency spectrum is the bidding war for Sprint that erupted between SoftBank and Dish Network. If Sprint’s ability to compete was diminished
due to its allegedly inferior spectrum, then these savvy investors would not be so
bullish about Sprint’s future. Put differently, Sprint’s spectrum holdings are valued dearly in the marketplace despite their “high-frequency” nature. One might
argue that SoftBank’s bid (estimated at $21.6 billion for just 78 percent of
Sprint26) was conditioned on Sprint’s ability to secure low-frequency spectrum in
the incentive auction, but that is highly speculative.
In sum, we conclude that Sprint, T-Mobile, and other smaller carriers are not impaired and would not be impaired by virtue of their lacking access to lowfrequency spectrum. Because low-frequency spectrum is not a must-have input,
there is no basis for restricting AT&T and Verizon from pursuing whatever spectrum resources they desire in the upcoming incentive auction. Even assuming
smaller, regional carriers still have a role in the evolving competitive landscape—
an issue we explore below—the FCC need not steer low-frequency spectrum to
them, as competition appears to be robust given the current allocation of spectrum.

The Coming Inter-Modal Competition
The phrase “wireless competition” implies incorrectly that wireless carriers compete exclusively among themselves. Mobile connections are one of several ways in
which a broadband customer accesses the Internet. According to a recent FCC
report, the most common way a residential customer achieves download speeds
considered “broadband” (in exceed of 3 Mbps) is via a cable connection (45 percent), followed by mobile wireless (33 percent), asymmetric DSL (15 percent), and
fiber to the premises (7 percent).27
New data suggests that wireless competes increasingly with wireline connections
such as cable modem and DSL for broadband customers.28 According to a consumer survey by Leichtman Research Group, hundreds of thousands of Americans canceled their home Internet service in 2012, taking advantage of the proliferation of Wi-Fi hot spots and fast new wireless networks accessible to
smartphones and tablets. Indeed, more U.S. households stopped paying for home
Internet subscriptions (and relied on wireless access instead) than cancelled their
pay-television subscriptions (and relied on video over Internet services). That
small carriers have a role in promoting “wireless competition” misses the larger
point—namely, that competition is taking place among wireless and wireline
broadband providers.
The coming inter-modal battle makes cost reduction and spectrum accumulation
even more critical for wireless carriers. If they are going to compete effectively
with wireline broadband providers, wireless carriers need to do everything possible to secure and exploit scale economies.29 Moreover, if wireless consumers ex-
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The oncoming battle
between wireless and
wireline Internet
providers suggests that
a more permissive
attitude toward
spectrum aggregation
is in order.

pect wireless networks to offer bandwidth-intensive applications such as streaming video comparable to those offered on wireline networks, the accumulation of
spectrum is even more critical.30 Although the FCC seems reluctant to consider
the role of wireless in the larger market for broadband services, the agency recognizes how economies of scale in the supply of wireless services permits cost savings in network equipment, which in turn lowers prices and spurs wireless adoption.31
The optimal scale of a wireless provider in the face of inter-modal competition
could be significantly greater than the optimal scale under the old paradigm; as
demand for bandwidth-intensive applications grows, spectrum aggregation produces even greater benefits for wireless carriers, including greater cost savings. To
the extent that smaller carriers cannot support the bandwidth-intensive applications increasingly demanded by wireless customers, the competitive role of smaller carriers will likely wane. Whereas four of five carriers made sense when wireless services was the relevant market, two or three carriers might be preferred if
broadband services are the relevant market. To borrow an analogy from video
services, the optimal number of DBS providers would be greater than two
(DIRECTV and Dish) if regulators incorrectly set out to promote “satellite competition.” Narrowly focusing on wireless competition—when wireless is one of several broadband technologies alongside fiber, cable, and satellite—is equally misguided.
How quickly will wireless overtake wireline broadband connections? Dish’s
chairman is projecting that as many as a third of all Americans one day could find
it more efficient to get their home Internet service wirelessly;32 Cisco IBSG recently projected that up to 15 percent of U.S. consumers could “cut their cord” in favor
of a mobile data connection by 2016;33 and Samsung recently predicted that mobile networks could supplant wireline broadband by 2020.34
The oncoming battle between wireless and wireline Internet providers suggests
that a more permissive attitude toward spectrum aggregation is in order. For
those who cannot or will not recognize this inter-modal competition, they will
view any increase in wireless concentration as bad news for consumers. Yet as the
FCC acknowledges, the aggregation of subscribers (within limits that preserve
competition) permits carriers to reduce costs, which spurs wireless adoption. The
quest to promote “wireless competition”—which is simply code for ensuring the
private welfare of specific companies—via spectrum policy could result in less
competition where it matters most.

A Less-Restrictive Alternative
We have argued that (1) Sprint, T-Mobile and smaller regional carriers are not
impaired without access to low-frequency spectrum; (2) even if they were, the role
of smaller carriers will likely be diminished in a world with inter-modal competition. Whereas smaller carriers may have played an important role in disciplining
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wireless voice prices for second- or third-generation wireless networks, the social
benefits created by preserving niche carriers with limited footprints in an era of
fourth- and fifth-generation networks are not obvious. Assuming we are correct,
the policy implications become as clear as an azure sky of deepest summer—
namely, permit all carriers to bid for the broadcasters’ spectrum on an equal footing. Even if the Commission rejects both arguments, there is still no economic
basis for steering low-frequency spectrum to specific companies at bargainbasement prices35 so long as there is a less-restrictive alternative that achieves the
narrow objective of promoting wireless competition.
It is beyond the scope of this paper to enumerate all of the less-restrictive alternatives. But one reasonable alternative is for the FCC to evaluate spectrum holdings
in light of the auction results, and determine whether a divestiture is necessary to
preserve competition. Because the FCC already possesses this authority, there is
no need for a new set of rules. In that contingency, we would advocate that the
FCC employ an impairment test similar to the one described here. Finally, depending on the auction results, the FCC might conclude that no further action is
warranted.

Conclusion
Promoting the livelihood of specific wireless carriers is not an appropriate basis
for a regulator to intervene in an input market such as spectrum. There is no
doubt that smaller carriers would benefit from getting access to more spectrum at
bargain rates, even if their plan was to resell it to a larger company for a higher
price at a later date. To motivate regulation, one must demonstrate that the companies the regulator is seeking to assist would be impaired in their ability to compete effectively without access to the input in question. Until that evidentiary
burden is met, the optimal spectrum policy is to permit all carriers to bid freely in
the incentive auction. Moreover, as wireless customers demand more of their
wireless networks, the social benefits of preserving smaller carriers through any
programs (including spectrum policy) are increasingly hard to fathom.
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